
Vonn Kiss realized that he had a purpose long before anyone had an 
opinion. It was this passion and growing positive response from fans 

that sent Vonn touring across the nation with country hit-maker David 
Allan Coe and other lyrical pioneers all while headlining his own shows. 
An authentic claim to fame proves Vonn Kiss & The Dark Horses  
stand-out singles to exist somewhere between traditional and outlaw 
country music. Vonn calls this format “lawless country” as he and the 
Dark Horses work hard to keep the timeless brand alive. It is this  
relentless vision that is portrayed throughout their unforgettable 
tracks. With each release thousands more are roped into the Vonn Kiss 
family. As numbers organically rise it is evident that there are no limits. 
Stay tuned as Vonn Kiss & The Dark Horses create standards beyond 
compare and deliver one of a kind music to the world.

“This boy is about as close to real 
country as we’ve heard in a long damn 
time. He’s got it really going on.”–David Allan Coe

“Working with Vonn was a 
pleasure. It’s great to work with an 
artist that knows what he wants 
and where he’s going without forget-
ting who he is or who came before 
him. He respects the outlaws of the 
past and brings a lawlessness to the 
future by going against the popular 
trend and just being real.” 

– Greg Archilla
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 y RECENTLY RELEASED SINGLES
   “High Life” released February 21
   “Struggle” released April 03
   “Hardest Thing To Lose” released May 15
   “You’re A 9” released June 19

 y Produced by Greg Archilla who’s   
   worked with Matchbox 20, Collective  
   Soul, Doug Stone and on Grammy   
   nominated albums by Neil Young 
   and Albert Collins. 

 y Over 2.5 million combined views on  
   all major social media platforms 

 y Over 100,000 followers across all   
   major social media platforms 

 y Toured extensively with 
   David Allan Coe for nearly two 
   years and shared the stage with   
   other iconic performers

 y ”You’re A 9” exclusively premiered 
   on Country Rebel

 

https://2911.us
https://2911.us
https://www.facebook.com/vonnkiss
https://twitter.com/VonnKiss
https://www.instagram.com/vonnkiss/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4SCBkohwE5CW2YBg9LjcEA

